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According to the definition in the Theoretical Model of Rolando Toro Araneda 

(Concepción, Chile, 1924- Santiago, Chile, 2010), “Biodanza is a system that 

encompasses human integration, organic renewal, affective re-education and a 

new learning of life’s original functions. Its methodology consists of inducing 

integrating living experiences through music, singing, movement and group 

meeting situations” (2002, Toro)1  

In the words of its creator2, this methodology, “is a system of recognition, 

objectivation and permanent renewal of the human body” that acts at three 

levels by restoring, in the human being: i) the bond with him/herself; ii) the 

original bond with the species (biological unity); iii) and the bond with the 

universe (cosmic unity). By generating therapeutic and pedagogical effects, 

this approach both promotes good health and well-being, and can act as a 

prophylactic, re-educating participants to lead a life that respects their basic 

life needs. Our way of life can be either healthy or pathological, and that 

treatment (both curative and prophylactic) may not be efficient if the patients 

do not alter their daily life. It is precisely there that Biodanza’s regular practice 

can make a difference in deep psycho-physiological mechanisms, becoming “a 

system of acceleration of integrated molecular, cellular, metabolic and 

existential processes”.3  

The living experiences induced by Biodanza do not reach us via the cortex, but 

via our nervous system (autonomous, sympathetic and parasympathetic), thus 

creating “effects” that are similar to those of neurotransmitters and of some 

hormones. When we use euphoric music, we increase adrenergic effects 

(ergotropic reaction): increased heartbeat, bronchodilation for better 

ventilation; higher blood pressure; afflux of blood to the muscles, that get 

ready to act; mobilisation of the liver glycogen and all emergency reactions. 

Thus, through vigorous movements and music, the production of 



noradrenaline and dopamine (neurotransmitters) are stimulated, causing an 

adrenergic reaction in the body and boosting energy and good humour.  

In Biodanza’s language, we tenderly call them messengers of joy. When using 

slow music, cholinergic effects are induced (trophotropic reaction): decreased 

heart beat and respiratory rhythm; increased secretion of lacrimal and salivary 

glands; increased accumulation of reserves; predisposition for sleeping and 

relaxing; general Eros activation (pleasure of living and being alive), all 

completeness and peace sensations. By producing more acethylcoline and 

serotonin, states of quiet, relaxation and even safety are induced.  

At a Biodanza session, each participant will discover their own movements, 

reinventing, reintegrating and reusing them, becoming more responsible for 

themselves and thus gaining a greater human dimension. With each 

movement, they generate a new neurologic circuit and their organic and 

visceral functions are reorganised. In every session, Biodanza acts on that 

system and promotes homeostasis between periods of activation and 

regression so as to guarantee that all physiologic, instinctive and even 

primordial mechanisms can be again recognised by the participant, sometimes 

as simple as acknowledging that he/she is hungry, thirsty or sleepy.  

Moreover, cardio-vascular, respiratory and digestive functions are coordinated 

by adaptive behaviour, thus assuring survival, but they are also profoundly 

influenced by living experiences and emotions generated by the dances during 

the sessions. Exercises such as meeting, which leads to affectivity and contact, 

directly influence the neurovegetative and endocrine systems. Exercises which 

express creativity and transcendence integrate sensorimotor structures (of 

adaptation) such as the limbic-hypothalamic (visceral) ones. In general, all 

body functions, whether motor or visceral, are neurologically interconnected.  
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